RK photographic
Photographic workshops and 1 to 1 tuition
Bespoke photography training and on location workshops to suit individuals or groups
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Workshop Date: June 5 , 6 , 7 & 8th
Meeting Time: 11:45 & 14:30
Meeting Location: RKphotographic stand in the Outdoor Photography Marquee

Rob Knight (www.rkphotographic.com) will be based in the Outdoor Photography marquee at this year’s
festival, the marquee will be in the main festival arena (yellow highlighted). The workshops will be based
around the theme ‘the creative camera’ and will explore a mixture of technical camera skills / techniques as
well as considering and using our cameras to create more ‘artistic’ or personal images. The workshops are
aimed at anyone who would like to develop their camera skills further and those who would like help to
shape their personal creativity and vision with the camera. As such the workshops are of use to
photographers and artists alike of all levels and abilities.
Ahead of the workshops participants will receive some pre workshop material to help us maximise the time
spent on the workshop helping you create images, we will spend approximately 45-60 minutes of the
workshop investigating how we can use post processing (Lightroom / Photoshop / Nik Software plugins) to
help us achieve our final vision for a captured image. After the workshop each participant will receive a
detailed PDF covering the topics discussed, access to a screen cast of the ‘computer’ session and recognition
in the form of digital accreditation (Open Badges - http://www.jisc.ac.uk/blog/so-what-are-open-badges-
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28-aug-2013 ) which gives recognition for skills, experiences and learning both online and off and
importantly a way of demonstrating or displaying the things you have learned in our relaxed and informal
learning environment. The overall aim of the workshop is to ensure each participant gains from the
experience but is also able to enjoy the experience.

Photographic Skills & Learning Outcomes
• Understanding your camera settings
• Understanding the histogram
• Working with exposure compensation
• Using live view to fine tune focusing
• Hyper focal distances & focusing
• Compositional skills
• Depth of field
• Using filters to balance lighting
• Movement and motion to create energy / dynamism
• Utilising various lens lengths to suit the scene / creative effect
• Creative camera skills & techniques
• Pre shoot planning and utilising online resources
• Making the best use of the given weather conditions
• Developing your personal creativity, style and ‘vision’.

Teaching Schedule
• Camera familiarisation, function locations and features such as MUP and Live View shooting
• Shooting in aperture mode / manual mode
• DoF / Focus / Composition
• Understanding the light meter / histogram
• Thinking in colour and Black & White
• Using Filters
• Creative use of exposure
• Simplifying composition and isolating elements to create dynamic images
• Wide & Micro landscape images
• Impactful black and white images
• Detail close ups / macro
• Creative camera techniques such as ICM and multiple exposures
• Using post processing to ‘develop’ your final image (Lightroom / Photoshop demonstration)
• Review & Close
• Further opportunities / workshops
We will work with the available weather condition around the site at Patchings to practice some of the
image making and creative techniques, depending on the weather suitability we may be able to spend a
little more time back at the workshop base in the marquee discussion and demonstrating the computer
based post processing techniques.
Each workshop participant will get full follow up support after the workshop to discuss any questions they
may have and each participant will also receive a £25 off discount voucher which can be used towards any
of our on location, workshop / studio based or bespoke 1to1 photographic workshops in the future.
Our aim is to ensure everyone gains the maximum from the workshop in a relaxed, friendly and
collaborative environment – after all if you enjoy what you are doing you will gain the full benefit from it.
Feel free to get in touch ahead of the festival if you have any questions, we are always happy chat.
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